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 ISSA 2008 Contest Sanction Application Rev 2.0
Name, phone, email of contest organizer:
Tomáš Pot••ek, +420608024604, tomas.potucek@seznam.cz
Date of Contest: Title of Contest:
19.4.2008 Skate Slalom Cup Praha 2008
Location of Contest: Number and type of events at this contest (hybrid, tight, etc):
Praha, Strahov, Czech Republic Giant, Paralell tight, Junior easy slalom 
Sanction status desired (Basic, 
Prime, Main, Major, Worlds)

Classes of competitors: 
(Pro/Am, Open, Jr, Women, 
etc)

# Of runs per competitor, 
qualification method, 
bracketing method:

Prime Pro, am, jr + children Gs 2 runs, tight 2 runs + 8 head
to head, jr 2 runs

Permits, insurance, arrangements for road closures, etc:
Road closure + municipality permition, sports stadiums center
Prizes and value of prizes to be awarded:
products
Venue description (surface, pitch, length, cone distance, etc).  Please describe the hill and course 
as completely as possible:
Wide asphalt new surface, nice hill, 400+ m, in case of rain possibility to skate under stadium roof 200m 
sidewalk flat, still ok surface
Venue attractions (local attractions for non-skaters):
Pubs, Prague castle and historical sightseeings in walk distance
Press Coverage:
Skate and sports mags, web pages
Competitor amenities (lodging, meals, gifts, etc):
To be announced later
Race Equipment (ramps, timing, displays, safety gear, etc.):
Ramps, timing, helmets required
Race Personnel (experience, training, etc)    Please include Contest Organizer and contact info:

Spectators (expected number, other attractions for spectators, provision for, etc.)
200+

Rules:  Describe any exceptions to the ISSA rules, clarification of rules, equipment allowed or 
restricted (e.g. 6-wheels), competitors allowed or restricted, and any other special rules that 
will apply to this contest.
All contests best time counts, in head to head best time counts, no beeps – clear time start - finish 
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Contest Description:
Slaloms were held at this place from the end of 70s. It is located in between two big sports stadiums at 
the hill of Strahov. Very nice new surface appr 500x400m from flat to steeper hill. In case of rain there is 
still possible to compete under the stadium roof on a flat surface from concrete blocks. In case of rain the 
GS will be replaced with Hybrid slalom to fit the conditions.

Last year the contest of the Czech Cup was held there, GS and Paralell tight. Also high jump was there, 
very nice contest in a sunny day. Lot of coverage, even main TV channels for the evening news.

Sponsors are to be announced later, local skate distributors, possibly Red Bull and Philips. 

Race Event #1 description:
Giant slalom will be held at steeper hill in between stadiums, very nice long run on a very wide area. 2 
runs, best time counts, 1 cone 0,1s. Run will be prepared day before this contest. In case of rain the GS 
will be replaced with Hybrid slalom to fit the conditions under the roof of stadium. Course will be the same 
for pro and am.

Race Event #2 description
Junior hybrid slalom will be organized for youngsters born 1993 and later as a children category, born 
1990 -1992 as a Junior category. All of them race in one contest, 2 runs, best time counts, 1 cone 0,1s.

Race Event #3 description
Parallel tight slalom will have 2 qualification runs on a smaller hill, best time counts. 8 best skaters go to 
finals head to head, best time counts. Timing is from the starting ramp to the finish gate, no beeps - start 
is announced by start judge at the starting ramp, just clean time. 40 cones, distance 180 cm for pro and 
am. 1 cone 0,1s. In case of rain the contest will be held at the flat surface under the stadium roof.


